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that Drake and Kylie Jenner got close after dating, and while the adorable pair were pretty public about the sparks they
sparked, Drake was forced to keep the tension he and Kylie had on the down low. Well, Drake opened up about their future
while he accepted an award at the 2018 iHeartRadio Music Awards. Apparently, while he was on stage at the Allen Arts
Center in Nashville, he talked about Kylie, who was at the event. He is quoted as saying: “I want to thank Kylie again for
being here. We’ve been going through a rough patch, but let me tell you, I’m a very lucky man and a very blessed man and
Kylie is and I’m thrilled to be in the relationship we’re in.” During the occasion, Drake also dedicated a song to Kylie:
“Unforgettable (STYX)”. So in case you missed it, here are the lyrics to the song: “I know where we can go Where no one
else will know I know who we can be Doing things we’ve never been It’s under my skin Every time we’re in the same room
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